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A rajah's prize or a dark entrapment?
In the shadowy pall of gaslit London streets, Barrett Winslow is stalked by a ruthless enemy in search of a
confidence she can never reveal. When fate tosses her into the arms of an exotic stranger, she's swept away
to a steamy paradise that hides deadly secrets and forbidden passions.

Fierce protector or dark betrayer?
To London's rich and powerful he is Deveril Pagan, Viscount St. Cyr, envied by all men and desired by all
women. But in the mist-covered emerald hills of Ceylon, he is called the Tiger Sahib, and he is haunted by
the curse of a priceless, fabled ruby -- whose blood-red facets pulse with a savage power that drives men to
unquenchable greed and women to unspeakable desire.

Lovers bound by darkest destiny.
From the glittering corridors of London's elite to the wind-swept shores of colonial Ceylon, Barrett and
Pagan flee their fierce fate that throbs in the crimson heart of the legendary jewel ... driving them to stolen
passion and unthinkable evil in the sultry, tropical nights. Only one man stands between Barrett and the
darkness ... and he might be the greatest threat of all...
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From reader reviews:

Clarence Bowen:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to be aware of everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. These are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is actually reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
reading a book? Sometime, individual feel need book once they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will want this The Tiger's Lady.

Mark Carlton:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content.
As it is known to us that book is very important for us. The book The Tiger's Lady had been making you to
know about other information and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you.
The guide The Tiger's Lady is not only giving you much more new information but also for being your
friend when you truly feel bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to
make relationship together with the book The Tiger's Lady. You never sense lose out for everything should
you read some books.

Melvin Smith:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
and so. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a book you will get new information mainly because book is one of numerous ways to share
the information or perhaps their idea. Second, looking at a book will make anyone more imaginative. When
you reading through a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to definitely imagine
the story how the character types do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to others.
When you read this The Tiger's Lady, you could tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours book.
Your knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a publication.

Grace Smith:

Many people said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt it when they
get a half portions of the book. You can choose the book The Tiger's Lady to make your reading is
interesting. Your own personal skill of reading skill is developing when you including reading. Try to choose
very simple book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the feeling about book and examining especially.
It is to be initial opinion for you to like to start a book and go through it. Beside that the book The Tiger's
Lady can to be your friend when you're really feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of that
time.
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